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QUESTION: 1
Which inventory parameters are mandatory? Choose the 2 that apply.
A. Location
B. Configuration
C. Site
D. Serial Number

Answer: B,C
QUESTION: 2
You are configuring a dimension group for some new products at your company. The
new products come in different colors that must be specified when the item is produced
or sold. But because the item color does not change the cost, color is not used for
financial tracking. How can the dimension group be configured to allow this?
A. Activate the Color item dimension and ensure Financial inventory is not selected.
B. Activate the Color item dimension and ensure the Blank receipt allowed is selected.
C. Activate the Color item dimension and ensure the Profit/loss entry is not selected
under Allow entry.
D. Do not activate the Color item dimension.

Answer: A
QUESTION: 3
Which of the following kinds of set up information are required in other modules, before
you can use the Production module? Choose the 2 that apply.
A. Company information
B. Items
C. Journal names
D. Routes

Answer: A,B
QUESTION: 4
Which of the following are rules for creating the operation numbers for a simple network
route? Choose the 3 that apply.
A. The last operation in the route must have zero in its next operation field.
B. The first operation in the route must have the lowest operation number.
C. The operation number must be multiples of ten.
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D. The operations are linked by the next operation field, which contains the operation
number of the following operation.

Answer: A,B,D
QUESTION: 5
Which of the following are possible job types in the route group? Choose the 2 that
apply.
A. Queue before
B. Phantom
C. Setup
D. Subcontractor

Answer: A,C
QUESTION: 6
When is Operation scheduling used?
A. When the operation is divided into jobs.
B. When it is required that starting and ending times are obtained for each operation.
C. When a rough estimate of the time frame for production is required.
D. When task groups are required for optimal capacity utilization.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 7
Which of the following statements reflect the differences between Operation scheduling
and Job scheduling in Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009? Choose the 2 that apply.
A. Operation scheduling uses forward scheduling only, while Job scheduling can use any
of the 12 available scheduling directions.
B. Operation scheduling is date scheduled and Job scheduling is date and time scheduled.
C. When an operation specifies a work center group, Operation scheduling schedules to
the work center group and Job scheduling schedules to a specific work center.
D. Operation scheduling uses unlimited capacity and Job scheduling uses limited
capacity.

Answer: B,C
QUESTION: 8
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